Abstract
Introduction
In this note we use combinatorial operations on linear species in order to obtain some fundamental results on generating functions. Our main result is the identity $-&=l+ c SW)&,
k>l
(1.1)
where S(cc; k) denotes the number of aperiodic words of length k over an alphabet with a elements. As an immediate corollary of 1.1 we obtain the cyclotomic identity where M(GI; j) denotes the number of aperiodic necklaces of length j over an alphabet having c1 letters (see [2] ).
All species we consider here are linear species, i.e., functors from the category II of finite linearly ordered sets and order preserving bijections to the category IE of finite sets and functions (see [l] for details). Notice that any object in IL is isomorphic in a unique manner to some ordered set [n] =(l, 2, . . . , n), n 20. Hence II is equivalent to the discrete category of non-negative integers, having only identity morphisms.
Defining a linear species (L-species, for short) F is thus equivalent to giving a sequence of finite sets (F[n] ).ao. For psychological reasons, however, we prefer to think of F as defining a set F[E] of F-structures on any given linearly ordered set E.
The cardinality of an [L-species F is the formal series
where F [n] denotes the set of F-structures on [n], and 1 F [n] 1 denotes the cardinality of F [n]. We will write F = G, whenever F and G are isomorphic lL-species. It is clear that f( F, x)=f(G, x) whenever F and G are isomorphic.
The converse is true for L-species, but not for ordinary species (see Cl]).
All sets considered in this paper will be finite. By an ordered set, we shall always mean a linearly ordered set.
Operations on linear species
We review here the operations on IL-species introduced in [l] . If F and G are O--species, the sum F + G is the L-species defined by letting (F + G) [ A sequence F1, Fz, . . . of L-species is summable if, for any ordered set E, there is some k 2 1 (which depends only on 1 E I) such that F,[E] = 8, for all n 2 k. In this case, the sum CnalFn is a well-defined L-species, andf(C F,, x)=Cf(F", x).
As an example, consider the singleton species X: lL-+lE defined by if lEl=l, otherwise.
It is easy to see that f(X, x)=x, and so f(X", x)=f(X, x)"=x", for all n 2 1. The IL-species 1 k2 1 X" is isomorphic to the L-species of non-empty sets UO, given by Hence,f(Ue, x)=Cnplf(X", x)=C.~~ x"=xl(l-4.
The cyclotomic identity
Let W, and S, be the IL-species of non-empty words and aperiodic words, respectively, over an alphabet of cardinality CL. Hence, for all n 20,
KCnl= i
if The equal signs above do not denote equality of sets, but designate natural bijections. The last of these bijections comes from the fact that any element w of W,[n] can be written uniquely as w = u "lk for some ud, [k] , where k divides n. , 0
We can now prove equation (1.1). By setting x=0 we see that C=O. Thus the identity follows. q
